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HOTEL ZAZA PARTNERS WITH TURNER CARROLL GALLERY TO BRING
NEW CONTEMPORARY ART SPACE TO DALLAS
Santa Fe-Based Gallery to Curate Installations at Hotel ZaZa’s Art House & Social Gallery
Beginning with Acclaimed Artist Ashley Collins in January 2011
Artist to Donate 10% of Sales to America SCORES Dallas
DALLAS (January 6, 2011) – Hotel ZaZa Dallas has announced it will collaborate with Turner
Carroll Gallery and Art Advisors to bring internationally acclaimed art exhibitions to the newly
opened Stay ZaZa Art House & Social Gallery. Based in Santa Fe, Turner Carroll Gallery
(www.turnercarrollgallery.com) will curate shows of nationally and internationally recognized
artists in the hotel’s new art and event space.
The first exhibition will feature noted artist Ashley Collins. She will unveil new works
from her Twelve O’Clock body of work, in addition to her sought after paintings of larger than
life horses and abstract works inspired by her travels through the African desert. The show will
open to the public Friday, January 28 and remain on display through the end of March. The
Art House and Social Gallery will be open to the public Fridays and Saturdays from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. For private showings by appointment, please call (505) 986-9800.
The Twelve O’Clock pieces are highly conceptual and consist of 12 original paintings that
were inspired by a photograph found of a French Foreign Legionnaire and the relationship he
has with his horse. Each painting is named for and captures the relationship between the two at
specific five-minute intervals of the clock. Collins’ intent is to show how every relationship in life
is constantly in motion and changing. It has been suggested that the horse and the man could
substitute for any two individuals in the world.
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“Collins’ process of making art has evolved over 26 years. From sleeping on concrete
studio floors to breaking price point records for living female contemporary painters, Collins has
produced a diverse composition of works,” says Tonya Turner Carroll, gallery owner.
Ashley Collins' paintings are included in collections from Germany to Dubai, Los Angeles
to Shanghai, New York to Brunei including noted art collectors Robert Redford, Sally Horchow,
Kate Kapshaw, Gianluca Galtrucco, Paul Vanderpool, Wendy Malick, Ringo Star, George
Rosenthal, Blythe Danner Paltrow, Holly Hunt, Debra Winger and many other corporate and
private collections worldwide.
Collins’ works employ paper aged by the elements, partially obscured images of her
iconic horses, and pages from old books and musical scores. She covers these layers of our
collective memory with resin, which she moves around each painting with a torch, as the resin
creates a life of its own on the surface of each work, swirling and beautiful.
Collins has a long history of giving back to the community through contributions to
worthwhile causes across the world. During the Dallas exhibition, she is donating 10 percent of
the proceeds to America SCORES Dallas to assist in their efforts to provide Dallas elementary
school students a safe, healthy and educational after-school experience through soccer and
poetry.
“Hotel ZaZa is an art centric hotel. Located only blocks away from the Dallas Arts
District, we are committed to sharing our love of art with our guests and the people of Dallas.
We discovered Turner Carroll Gallery at Art Basel Miami Beach and saw the talent they
represented. The combination of their international experience in the art world, our Art House
& Social Gallery and ZaZa’s creativity will be unmatched,” said Charlie Givens, owner of Hotel
ZaZa.
“With the growth of the Dallas Arts District and the entire Dallas arts scene, the
potential to collaborate with Hotel ZaZa was an opportunity I couldn’t turn down,” said Tonya
Turner Carroll.
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The Turner Carroll Gallery has been curating art events internationally for the past 20
years. The gallery has featured artists who have works in the Whitney Museum of American Art,
The Museum of Modern Art, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, the Berkeley Art Museum, the Belvedere Museum in Vienna, the Russian State
Museum, and the Dallas Museum of Art, as well as many esteemed private art collections.
The Stay ZaZa Art House & Social Gallery is available for events such as art exhibits,
business meetings, social events, and many more. Private events may be scheduled for 16 to
150 guests. Through this venue, Hotel ZaZa is able to showcase its full-service hotel and
catering services, while also offering creative freedom to the guest. For more information, or to
book a meeting or event, please call (214) 468-8399 or visit hotelzazadallas.com.
About Hotel ZaZa
Hotel ZaZa is a sensory experience that is refined yet relaxed. Its sophisticated and sensual interior design
and culinary excellence is completed by a staff that pays impeccable attention to each and every guest, making
them feel at home. Whether for business, a romantic weekend, or world-famous celebrities, both hotels blend
intimate comfort with Stay ZaZa-style to create inspired accommodations, one-of-a-kind themed suites, and
award-winning restaurants and spas.
Nestled in the fashionable Uptown neighborhood and next to downtown, Hotel ZaZa Dallas is a creative
mix of warm, Mediterranean elegance and comfortable chic. This exceptional boutique hotel offers 6,000 square
feet of function space, 152 rooms, 17 concept suites, the Magnificent Seven Suites, the award-winning Dragonfly,
Modern American Kitchen, the relaxing ZaSpa and the Stay ZaZa Art House & Social Gallery. Reservations may be
made at hotelzazadallas.com or by calling 888.880.3244.
Located in the heart of the vibrant Museum District and minutes from the world renowned Texas Medical
Center, Hotel ZaZa Houston boasts 17,000 square feet of function space and is the perfect backdrop for any
business meeting - not to mention home to some of Houston’s most memorable weddings and galas. Monarch
Bistro and the tranquil ZaSpa combine to create the hotel’s breadth of impressive amenities. With more than 300
rooms, including Pool Villas, Concept Suites and The Magnificent Seven Suites, ZaZa exceeds all expectations.
Reservations may be made at hotelzazahouston.com or by calling 888.880.3244.
Hotel ZaZa, a member of the Preferred Hotel Group™, was created by Charles (Charlie) S. Givens
(www.csgivens.com) and Jeff Records and is owned by Givens-Records Developments. Operations management
and marketing are provided by Z Resorts, LLC, led by Z Resorts President Benji Homsey.
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